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What is the need of Networks?

 For resource sharing.

 Major requirement of user community.

 We need to generate and disseminate information.

 Also information should be accessible by each one 

in user group.

 For this we need to answer few questions.
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Questions to be Answered

 How is a file downloaded

 How do emails reach their intended recipients? 

 How does a wired and a wireless connection work 

the same? 

 How is receipt of new data (for example a new 

antivirus update), handled and by whom?
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Layering Concept & Example:

 Based on Principle: Divide and Conquer.

 Each big problem divided into smaller pieces.

 Example: ABC is a middle level company, located at A, 
selling computers, having:

 Manager

 Secretary

 Route Operator

 Warehouse Keeper Cum Security Officer

 Transporter

 XYZ is also a company, located at B, ordered ABC for 5000 
units of computers.

 How to deliver?
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Layering Example
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Layering Example

 1. Manager passes the order to deliver 5000 computers to 
XYZ company and keep track of the delivery.

 2. Secretary communicates through letter with secretary of 
XYZ that consignment 5000 units of computer is sent, once 
delivered, give us acknowledgement.

 3. Secretary tells route operator to deliver the consignment 
to XYZ at B. He has map, using multiple transportations, he 
sends box.

 4. ABC has transport office at R1,R2,R3.

 5. At each destination, warehouse keeper takes care of 
delivery and security of goods at the time of unloading and 
loading.
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Layering Example

 Advantage:

 1 Clear Job Distribution:

 Work of each employee is clearly defined.

 We can easily replace anyone of them with new employee 
without affecting efficiency of overall process.

 If new employee has different style of functioning, it doesn’t 
affect us.

 When job is clearly divided, complex job becomes 
manageable.

 2. Every employee taking or giving services. Also called 
interface in computer networks.
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Advantages of layers

 Reducing the complexity

 Division of Work

 Standard Interfacing between Components

 Replacing a component is easy

 Independence in Protocol design 
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Disadvantages of layers

 Reduced Speed and Performance

 Increased Memory usage

 Sensor Networks Node
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What is the need to Share Resources?

 We need to generate information and disseminate 
information. Eg. 

 Music files can be downloaded and uploaded on 
internet from LAN 

 Emails 

 Skype Voice – Video Calls 

 Access information from blogs 

 Access Database at remote location 

 Audio and Video Conferencing
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

1. Physical Layer: 

 Transmitting raw bits over a communication channel. 

 Works as Transporter, to carry bits from one end to 

another. 

 Converts the bits to voltage or light pulse and at the 

other end, converts incoming voltage or light pulse 

to bits. 

 Checks whether message has to be broadcasted or 

unicasted. 
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

2. Data Link Layer: 

 The No Monopoly idea and the framing   

 Framing Techniques   

 Error Control   

 Flow Control   

 Classification into 1)  MAC 2)  LCC
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

3. Medium Access Layer 

 Receive/transmit normal frames  

 Half-duplex retransmission and backoff functions  

 Append/check FCS (frame check sequence)  

 Inter-frame gap enforcement  

 Discard malformed frames  

 Append(tx)/remove(rx) preamble, SFD(Start Frame 
Delimiter), and padding  

 Half-duplex compatibility: append(tx)/remove(rx) MAC 
address
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

4. Network Layer 

 Handling accounting for usage of network resources   

 Devise and implement mechanisms of identifying 

each machine uniquely   

 Implement connectionless or connection-oriented 

forwarding   

 Multiplexing and de-multiplexing the transport 

layer and the data link layer jobs
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

5. Transport Layer 

 Retransmission 

 Adapted Retransmission Time according to Load 

 Ordered Delivery

 Optimum Utilization of Bandwidth 

 Flow Control 

 Real Time Delivery 

 Quality of Delivery 
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

6. Session Layer 

 Allow users on different machines to establish sessions 
between them. 

 Sessions offer various services, including  

 Dialog Control (keeping track of whose turn it is to 
transmit),  

 Token Management (preventing two parties from 
attempting the same critical operation at the same 
time), and  

 Synchronization (check pointing long transmissions to 
allow them to continue from where they were after a 
crash).
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

7. Presentation Layer 

 The presentation layer is concerned with the syntax and 
semantics of the information transmitted. 

 In order to make it possible for computers with different 
data representations to communicate, the data  
structures to be exchanged can be defined in an 
abstract way, along with a standard encoding to be 
used ''on the wire.''  

 The presentation layer manages these abstract data 
structures and allows higher-level data structures (e.g., 
banking records), to be defined and exchanged.
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Give functions of Each Layer in 

OSI/TCP Model

8. Application Layer 

 Application layer contains a variety of protocols that 
are commonly needed by users. 

 Widely-used application protocol is HTTP (Hyper Text 
Transfer Protocol), which is the basis for the World 
Wide Web. 

 When a browser wants a Web page, it sends the name 
of the page it wants to the server using HTTP.  

 The server then sends the page back.  

 Other application protocols are used for file transfer, 
electronic mail, and network news. 
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OSI v/s TCP/IP Layering Models

 OSI (Open System 
Interconnection) Designed by 
ISO (International Standards 
Organization) in 1983.

 7 Layers

 Did not clearly distinguish 
between service, interface and 
protocol.

 Protocols in the OSI model are 
better hidden than in the 
TCP/IP model and can be 
replaced relatively easily as 
the technology changes.

 The ARPANET, a research 
network group connected 
hundreds of universities and 
govn installations, using 
leased telephone lines 
which later became TCP/IP.

 5 Layers

 Distinction between these 
three concepts are explicit.

 Protocols in TCP/IP model 
are not hidden and tough 
to replace if technology 
changes.

OSI TCP/IP
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OSI v/s TCP/IP Layering Models

 The protocols came first, and the 
model was really just a 
description of the existing 
protocols.

 Designers did not have much 
experience with the subject and 
did not have a good idea of 
which functionality to put in which 
layer.

 Network Layer supports only 
connectionless communication.

 More General.

 Describes the difference between 
protocol and interface.

 The model was not biased toward 
one particular set of protocols, a 
fact that made it quite general.

 Designers have much experience 
with the subject and have clear idea 
of which functionality to put in which 
layer.

 Network Layer, supports both, 
connection oriented and 
connectionless communication.

 More precise.

 Doesn’t give emphasis on clear 
interface between layers. Protocol 
works specially for transport and 
network layer.

OSI TCP/IP
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Layers for OSI and TCP/IP
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Connection Oriented vs Connectionless

 Connection establishment

 Complete line occupied

 Packet can be not be compressed 
(Pkt Size: 64 kb = 8x8)

 Multiplexing not there, costly if 
transmitting small packets.

 Robustness of the connection is 
not very good. Single link down 
results to connection break.

 Cost of the connection high

 Quality of service : Reliable, 
Delay if greedy user occupy 
channel with large flow.

 Order of delivery Important.

 Eg. ISD Telephone Call

 No Connection establishment.

 Complete line not occupied 

 Packet can be compressed (Pkt
Size: 8kb)

 Multiplexing multiple packets in 
one large pkt.

 Robustness of the connection is 
very high. Single link down results 
to alternate path selection to 
continue connection

 Cost of the connection less

 Quality of service: Unreliable, 
Delay if compressed.

 Order of delivery not Important.

 Eg: Internet Voice Call
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Key Factors in Network Evolution

Success Factors for New Services

 Technology not only factor in success of a new service

 Three factors considered in new telecom services

TechnologyMarket

Regulation

Can it be 

implemented cost-

effectively?

Can there be 

demand for the 

service?

Is the service 

allowed?

New 

Service
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Transmission Technology

 Relentless improvement in transmission

 High-speed transmission in copper pairs

 DSL Internet Access

 Higher call capacity in cellular networks

 Lower cost cellular phone service

 Enormous capacity and reach in optical fiber

 Plummeting cost for long distance telephone

 Faster and more information intensive applications
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Processing Technology

 Relentless improvement in processing & storage

 Moore’s Law:  doubling of transistors per integrated 
circuit every two years

 RAM:  larger tables, larger systems

 Digital signal processing:  transmission, multiplexing, 
framing, error control, encryption

 Network processors:  hardware for routing, switching, 
forwarding, and traffic management

 Microprocessors:  higher layer protocols and applications

 Higher speeds and higher throughputs in network 
protocols and applications
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Software Technology

 Greater functionality & more complex systems 

 TCP/IP in operating systems

 Java and virtual machines

 New application software

 Middleware to connect multiple applications

 Adaptive distributed systems
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Market

 The network effect:  usefulness of a service increases with 
size of community

 Metcalfe's Law: usefulness is proportional to the square of the 
number of users

 Phone, fax, email, …

 Economies of scale:  per-user cost drops with increased 
volume

 Cell phones, PDAs, PCs

 Efficiencies from multiplexing

 S-curve:  growth of new service has S-shaped curve, 
challenge is to reach the critical mass
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The S Curve

Service Penetration & Network Effect

 Telephone:  T=30 years

 city-wide & inter-city links

 Automobile:  T=30 years

 roads

 Others

 Fax

 Cellular & cordless phones

 Internet & WWW

T
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Regulation & Competition

 Telegraph & Telephone originally monopolies

 Extremely high cost of infrastructure

 Profitable, predictable, slow to innovate

 Competition feasible with technology advances

 Long distance cost plummeted with optical tech

 Alternative local access through cable, wireless

 Radio spectrum:  auctioned vs. unlicensed

 Basic connectivity vs. application provider

 Tussle for the revenue-generating parts
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Standards

 New technologies very costly and risky

 Standards allow players to share risk and benefits 
of a new market

 Reduced cost of entry

 Interoperability and network effect

 Compete on innovation

 Completing the value chain

 Chips, systems, equipment vendors, service providers

 Example

 802.11 wireless LAN products
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Standards Bodies

 Internet Engineering Task Force

 Internet standards development

 Request for Comments (RFCs):  www.ietf.org

 International Telecommunications Union

 International telecom standards

 IEEE 802 Committee

 Local area and metropolitan area network standards

 Industry Organizations

 MPLS Forum, WiFi Alliance, World Wide Web Consortium

 Indian: BIS, Bureau of Indian Standards. 

http://www.ietf.org/
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IEEE 802 Standards

The 802 working groups.  The important ones are marked with 

*.  The ones marked with  are hibernating.  The one marked 

with  † gave up.

34

By: Dr.Bhargavi  H. Goswami            

Email:bhargavigoswami@gmail.com
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Metric Units

 The principal metric prefixes.

35

By: Dr.Bhargavi  H. Goswami            

Email:bhargavigoswami@gmail.com
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Network Topology:
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A Communications Model

 Source
 generates data to be transmitted

 Transmitter
 Converts data into transmittable signals

 Transmission System
 Carries data

 Receiver
 Converts received signal into data

 Destination
 Takes incoming data
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Communications Tasks: N/W Functions

Transmission system utilization Addressing

Interfacing Routing

Signal generation Recovery

Synchronization Message formatting

Exchange management Security

Error detection and correction Network management

Flow control
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Simplified Communications Model -

Diagram
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Simplified Data Communications Model
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Networking

 Point to point communication not usually practical

 Devices are too far apart

 Large set of devices would need impractical number of 

connections

 Solution is a communications network

 Wide Area Network (WAN)

 Local Area Network (LAN)
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Wide Area Networks

 Large geographical area

 Crossing public rights of way

 Rely in part on common carrier circuits

 Alternative technologies

 Circuit switching (covered during switching)

 Packet switching (covered during switching)

 Frame relay

 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
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Frame Relay

 Packet switching systems have large overheads to 

compensate for errors

 Modern systems are more reliable

 Errors can be caught in end system

 Most overhead for error control is stripped out
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode

 ATM

 Evolution of frame relay

 Little overhead for error control

 Fixed packet (called cell) length

 Anything from 10Mbps to Gbps

 Constant data rate using packet switching technique
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Local Area Networks

 Smaller scope

 Building or small campus

 Usually owned by same organization as attached 

devices

 Data rates much higher

 Usually broadcast systems

 Now some switched systems and ATM are being 

introduced
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LAN Configurations

 Switched

 Switched Ethernet

 May be single or multiple switches

 ATM LAN

 Fibre Channel

 Wireless

 Mobility

 Ease of installation
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Metropolitan Area Networks

 MAN

 Middle ground between LAN and WAN

 Private or public network

 High speed

 Large area
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SWITCHING

 Switching is an operation where the decision of where to send the incoming data is 
instantaneous and predetermined. In routing, decision is taken dynamically and 
hence service is little delayed than switching.

 Switching is generally done at second layer. 

 Layer 4 and Layer 5 are transport and application layer where data are 
populated.

 Layer 4 switch separate UDP and TCP data flows.

 Layer 5 switch send mail traffic in one direction and http traffic in another direction.

 Layer 3 switches are like routers.

 Telephone Lines use switches to route the traffic at physical layer.

 Though switching is faster, it is monotonous.

 Data does not flow continuously and so, it needs store and forwarding transmission 
facility.

 Types: 1) Circuit Switching 2) Packet Switching 3) Message Switching.



Circuit 
Switching

Packet 
Switching
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1. Circuit Switching

 In circuit switching, there is a dedicated line that 

connects the sender and the receiver.

 Here, path is reserved for duration of connection.

 Eg. Telephonic Conversation.

 Lets discuss advantage and disadvantage.
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Advantages of Circuit Switching

 Guaranteed bandwidth 

 Predictable communication performance

 Not “best-effort” delivery with no real guarantees

 Simple abstraction

 Reliable communication channel between hosts

 No worries about lost or out-of-order packets

 Simple forwarding 

 Forwarding based on time slot or frequency

 No need to inspect a packet header

 Low per-packet overhead

 Forwarding based on time slot or frequency

 No IP (and TCP/UDP) header on each packet
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Disadvantages of Circuit Switching

 Wasted bandwidth

 Bursty traffic leads to idle connection during silent period

 Unable to achieve gains from statistical multiplexing

 Blocked connections

 Connection refused when resources are not sufficient

 Unable to offer “okay” service to everybody

 Connection set-up delay 

 No communication until the connection is set up

 Unable to avoid extra latency for small data transfers

 Network state

 Network nodes must store per-connection information

 Unable to avoid per-connection storage and state
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2) Message Switching

 It is possible to have packets that are large enough to hold entire message.
Such a mechanism is not in practice is known as message switching.

 Not used nowadays.

 Communication is not continuous.

 Each packets travel independently.

 No physical path is established in advance between sender and receiver.

 Instead, when the sender has a block of data to be sent, it is stored in the
first switching office (i.e., router) and then forwarded later, one hop at a
time.

 Each block is received in its entirety, inspected for errors, and then
retransmitted.

 A network using this technique is called a store-and-forward network.

 Used with telegrams.
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3) Packet Switching

 Doesn’t reserve entire path in advance.

 Reserves only small portion of path.

 Data is segregated into pieces and transmitted as packets.

 In packet-based networks, the message gets broken into small data packets. These
packets are sent out from the computer and they travel around the network seeking out
the most efficient route to travel as circuits become available. This does not necessarily
mean that they seek out the shortest route.

 Each packet may go a different route from the others.

 Each packet is sent with a ‘header address’. This tells it where its final destination is, so it
knows where to go.

 The header address also describes the sequence for reassembly at the destination
computer so that the packets are put back into the correct order.

 One packet also contains details of how many packets should be arriving so that the
recipient computer knows if one packet has failed to turn up.

 If a packet fails to arrive, the recipient computer sends a message back to the computer
which originally sent the data, asking for the missing packet to be resent.
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Advantages and Disadvantages

 Advantages:

 Security

 Bandwidth used to full potential

 Devices of different speeds can communicate

 Not affected by line failure (rediverts signal)

 Availability – do not have to wait for a direct connection to become available

 During a crisis or disaster, when the public telephone network might stop 
working, e-mails and texts can still be sent via packet switching

 Disadvantages

 Under heavy use there can be a delay

 Data packets can get lost or become corrupted

 Protocols are needed for a reliable transfer

 Not so good for some types data streams e.g real-time video streams can lose frames due 
to the way packets arrive out of sequence.
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Differentiate between Circuit 

Switching and Packet Switching
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Ping Utility:

 The ping command sends an echo request to a host available 
on the network. Using this command you can check if your 
remote host is responding well or not.

 The ping command is useful for the following −

 Tracking and isolating hardware and software problems.

 Determining the status of the network and various foreign 
hosts.

 Testing, measuring, and managing networks

 Syntax:

$ping hostname or ip-address

• To come out, “ctrl+C.
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FTP Utility

 Here ftp stands for File Transfer Protocol. This utility helps you to upload 
and download your file from one computer to another computer.

 The ftp utility has its own set of UNIX like commands which allow you to 
perform tasks such as −

 Connect and login to a remote host.

 Navigate directories.

 List directory contents

 Put and get files

 Transfer files as ascii, ebcdic or binary

 Syntax:

 $ftp hostname or ip-address

 Above command would prompt you for login ID and password. Once you 
are authenticated, you would have access on the home directory of the 
login account and you would be able to perform various commands.
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FTP Commands:

 Few of the useful commands are listed below −

 Command Description:

 put filename Upload filename from local machine to remote machine.

 get filename Download filename from remote machine to local machine.

 mput file list Upload more than one files from local machine to remote machine.

 mget file list Download more than one files from remote machine to local machine.

 prompt off Turns prompt off, by default you would be prompted to upload or 
download movies using mput or mget commands.

 prompt on Turns prompt on.

 dir List all the files available in the current directory of remote machine.

 cd dirname Change directory to dirname on remote machine.

 lcd dirname Change directory to dirname on local machine.

 quit Logout from the current login.
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The Telnet Utility

 Many times you would be in need to connect to a 

remote Unix machine and work on that machine 

remotely. 

 Telnet is a utility that allows a computer user at one 

site to make a connection, login and then conduct 

work on a computer at another site.

 Once you are login using telnet, you can perform all 

the activities on your remotely connect machine.
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Welcome to Questions…

 Thank You.


